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Foreword
When Aurora began building its new municipal center in 2003, 
the city council requested that an area originally slated for a turf 
lawn be landscaped with plants more reflective of the region’s 
semi-arid environment. As a result, Water Conservation staff 
designed and installed a Xeriscape Demonstration Garden, 
intended to provide the citizens of Aurora with an array of 
water saving landscape options. Over the ensuing years, the 
garden has become a regional attraction, drawing visitors 
from across the Front Range.

Much like the municipality it serves, the garden has grown 
and evolved over the years. As we look forward to its second 
decade and beyond, this Master Plan will prove beneficial as 
a road map for the Garden’s future development, focusing our 
efforts on four main goals of providing education, creating a 
welcoming public space, encouraging biodiversity and testing 
xeriscape plants and techniques.

The future of the garden will require adaptability and flexibility. 
Input from our many stakeholders, including from our 
customers and neighbors, the regular visitors to the garden, 
and the planners for the municipal campus, will strengthen 
the bonds of community the garden has created. We look 
forward to the challenges and solutions this Master Plan will 
address. We encourage all Aurora citizens to get involved in 
the public participation process, and most of all, enjoy the 
beauty and serenity of the Aurora Xeriscape Demonstration 
Garden.

Marshall P. Brown
Director
Aurora Water
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Garden Mission and Vision
The mission of the Garden is to promote the efficient use of Aurora’s water by educating citizens in 
water-wise landscape practices.

Aurora Water envisions the Garden as the preeminent educational resource on xeriscape in Colorado. 
It will demonstrate proven xeriscape techniques, experiment with new plant material and techniques 
and display a diverse array of design aesthetics to suit the varied tastes of the Aurora community.
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Core Values
The core values of Aurora Water and the Garden are water efficiency and education. Overall, the 
citizens of Aurora are a water-wise community. After two significant droughts in the last decade, 
our population is more educated on water conservation. Aurora Water Conservation (AWC) must 
continue to transmit its efficiency and education values to every citizen and to future generations of 
Coloradans.  

These values will be demonstrated in the interpretive system of the garden, the balance of plant 
material, the contrast of four-season colors and textures and diverse displays that showcase the 
seven principles of xeriscape. Our commitment to these core values and to proper maintenance 
practices will help us realize our vision.
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Goals and Objectives

Goal 1:  Provide Water Conservation and Efficiency Education

Objective 1.1:  Incorporate multiple themes, each with their own elements, in the overall garden   
       design to teach water conservation and efficiency principles, techniques and  
     design aesthetics
Objective 1.2:  Provide an interpretive system that develops educational elements and identifies  
     plant material
Objective 1.3:  Host multiple classes and tours annually
Objective 1.4:  Present results of experiments to the public

Goal 2:  Create a Welcoming Space for Public Enjoyment

Objective 2.1:  Include functional gathering spaces of varying size and form
Objective 2.2:  Provide access and tools for disabled visitors
Objective 2.3:  Provide different kinds of seating spaced regularly throughout the garden
Objective 2.4:  Provide lighting for safety
Objective 2.5:  Provide both vehicle- and pedestrian-scale entrance signage
Objective 2.6:  Ensure comprehensive trail connectivity

Goal 3:  Encourage Biodiversity

Objective 3.1:  Create habitat for native species
Objective 3.2:  Design gardens and spaces using a diversity of plant material

Goal 4:  Test Performance of Xeriscape Plants and Techniques

Objective 4.1:  Incorporate Plant Select® varieties and track and record results
Objective 4.2:  Experiment with new varieties of annuals, perennials and vegetables 
Objective 4.3:  Experiment with new methods of weed control
Objective 4.4:  Experiment with various soil amendments
Objective 4.5:  Incorporate integrated pest management techniques
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Context



Site Context

current land uses surrounding the aurora municipal center

Aurora is Colorado’s third-largest city by population with more than 347,900 residents and the 
second-largest city by area with 154 square miles. Its diverse population continues to grow at a 
rapid pace. The AMC is currently surrounded by acres of open space, some commercial uses and 
a residential neighborhood. Due to the growing population and the near-term completion of the 
nearby Aurora Metro Center light rail station (which will be adjacent to the current bus hub shown in 
purple) that will bring more visitors to Aurora, the AMC campus plan supports a dense, urban pattern 
of development. This plan includes a new access road, a cultural center and a childcare facility. As 
future developments are realized, the importance of expanding the Garden becomes greater as not 
only an educational tool, but also as much-needed respit from the hectice urban surroundings.
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Original Site Plan

xeriscape garden

Aurora Muncipal Center

The Aurora Xeriscape Demonstration Garden (Garden) is situated on the southeast corner of the 
Aurora Municipal Center (AMC) campus at the corner of South Chambers Road and East Alameda 
Parkway. Xeriscape is a sustainable and drought-tolerant landscape that uses low-water plants and 
specific techniques to maximize water efficiency. The Garden is a community resource that educates 
visitors on proven methods of low-water landscaping and provides ideas for applications at their own 
homes or businesses. Aurora’s mild, semi-arid climate, with an average annual precipitation of less 
than 15 inches, is optimally suited to a xeric landscape approach.

The original Garden design called for multiple theme gardens surrounded by areas of turf and native 
grasses. Formal garden beds are located adjacent to two main sidewalk loops, a North Loop and 
South Loop. There are six entrances to the Garden, a main entrance reached from the AMC’s east 
parking lot, an entrance from Chambers Road, an entrance from Alameda Parkway and two trail 
entrances from the campus.

the aurora municipal center
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Ecological History

The High Plains east of the Rocky Mountains is an arid steppe ecosystem, an ecologically diverse 
area broken by hills and treed river valleys. It is also the home of mammals, fish, reptiles and birds: 
bison, deer, prairie dogs, antelope and beaver; trout and suckerfish; frogs and rattlesnakes; hawks, 
songbirds and waterfowl. 

At one time, millions of each species lived on the prairie. As selective grazers, bison avoided perennials 
and woody plants which allowed for greater plant diversity. Where the bison trod, their hoofs buried 
seeds and their hoofprints and wallows created water catchment pockets that aided in plant growth. 
Beaver dams created wetlands that provided habitat for hundreds of plant and animal species. The 
land fed the wildlife and the wildlife fed the land, and most species nourished or enriched human 
populations. Carbon dating of archaeological remains in Wyoming has revealed that people have 
lived on the Plains since 8500 B.C.E.

For hundreds of years before European settlement, the Ute Indians inhabited both the mountains and 
the plains of Colorado, Wyoming and Utah. The Colorado Utes lived by a seasonal relationship with 
the environment, traveling and camping between the Rocky Mountains and the High Plains in familiar 
places along established routes, which allowed the ecosystem recovery time from their impacts. 
Upon introduction of the horse, the Utes dramatically changed their lifestyle. They could now hunt 
and kill more bison at a time and move more quickly between camps. But horses competed for forage 
with native species and brought disease from which native animals had no immunity. Settlers and 
their property carried foreign seeds that out-competed native plants, particularly Colorado grasses.

Immigrant settlers on the Colorado plains were largely agrarian. They planted large tracts of single-
species, domesticated crops like wheat, oats and alfalfa. A gold boom began after the discovery 
of gold in Cherry Creek, just east of present-day Aurora. The boom brought thousands of settlers. 
Between 1870 and 1880, the population of Colorado increased by almost five times. Farming and 
ranching industries increased with the population and their domestic species pushed out native 
species, decreasing the biodiversity of the Plains. The twentieth century saw unsurpassed growth of 
the area and increased low-density, suburban development due to the prevalence of the automobile. 

c. 1915 c. 1935

c. 1900
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1978 1998

Ecological History, cont.
Aurora is today a city spanning 154 square miles with more than 347,900 people.

The city has covered much of the plains with asphalt, cement and Kentucky bluegrass turf. Non-
native tree species like elm, locust and ash along with hundreds of shrub and perennial species 
became the primary plant palette of manicured suburban development. Only small pockets of the 
native High Plains ecosystem survive in the urban Aurora of today. One such oasis preserves native 
plants and settlement-era buildings in the heart of Aurora. Dating from 1866, DeLaney Farm is 158 
acres of open space and restored farm buildings located on Chambers Road, just across the street 
from the AMC.

Landscapes built in the past two decades are represented at the AMC and the residential neighborhood 
adjacent to the north. These landscapes are a mix of Kentucky bluegrass turf, native grasses and 
xeriscape. These mixed turf areas and low-water garden beds may be considered the landscape of 
the new American West. They take into account the needs of the human community along with the 
needs of wildlife and the West’s limited water resources.

These landscapes of the historical and modern Colorado lie adjacent to each other in sharp 
juxtaposition. A native High Plains enviroment of short grasses and cottonwoods is preserved next 
to a small-scale agricultural landscape at DeLaney Farm; across the street is the quintessentially 
suburban-America environment of turf, maple trees and retention ponds of the AMC; and the Garden 
displays the landscape of the new American West, the xeriscape of mulched, mixed beds and low-
water groundcovers. These areas show off the history of this land, of Aurora, and the Garden provides 
an example for the public to follow in the years to come.
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Establishment
The Garden was built out of necessity as much as it was built to educate citizens about the importance 
of water conservation. A drought of historic proportions struck Colorado in 2002, caused by record-
low snowmelt the previous spring. Because the main source of Aurora’s water comes from snowmelt, 
concerns for the drinking supply were eminent. At that time, the AMC was under construction. The 
new campus’ landscape plan, designed years before the drought, included large expanses of water-
intensive Kentucky bluegrass turf. City officials knew that a clear message of water stewardship was 
needed. The traditional landscape plan was re-examined and in late 2002, the City of Aurora Utilities 
Department committed to building a large xeriscape demonstration garden as an example of water 
conservation for the citizens of Aurora and all of Colorado. Ten acres that were set to be Kentucky 
bluegrass and an asphalt parking lot instead would become a xeriscape garden and native grass 
field, to be open year-round like a city park.  

The final Garden design was finished and the first phase of the Garden began in January, 2003.  
Designs from the “Xeriscape: Beautiful by Design” bruchure, created in cooperation with Denver 
Water, were adapted to the site. It was hoped that the garden would grow dynamically and that even 
these original designs would change over time. The key themes of the garden became interpreting 
the principles of xeriscape and explaining Aurora’s water supply. Signage was densely placed at the 
entrance and became progressively more dispersed as visitors walk through the garden. An eight-
person committee of Aurora staff determined that natural colors and shapes would be the principle 
aesthetic. Signage reminiscent of tree branches, cairns built of natural boulders and curving natural 
rock pathways were placed throughout the garden.

The Garden was not the first public xeriscape garden in Aurora. That recognition belongs to the 
Kuiper High Plains Garden (Kuiper), which opened in 2001 as part of the renovations of the Kuiper 
Water Treatment Facility. These renovations included landscape updates and the construction of the 
xeric garden. In January, 2001, Kuiper was renamed the Griswold Water Purification FAcility, while 
the Kuiper garden retained its name. The garden was open to the public during the facility’s daytime 
hours. Unfortunately, after the events of September 11, 2001, all water treatment facilities, including 
Griswold, were closed to the public.
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The First Twelve Years
Aurora Water’s goal for the Garden has always been to provide an educational tool for the citizens 
of Aurora and also the general public. Over time, the xeriscape garden, once solely dedicated to 
low-water plant exhibits, has slowly evolved into a well-rounded demonstration of outdoor water 
efficiency. AWC staff perform all maintenance work with the assistance of a volunteer program.

Yearly additions to the garden have focused on new examples of xeric plants, xeriscape techniques, 
landscaping materials and irrigation technology. In 2008, a no-water garden bed was developed 
adjacent to a patio hardscape feature. In 2009, staff eliminated all turf along Alameda Avenue and 
planted showy, low-maintenance shrubs and ornamental grasses. A year later, Aurora Water built 
a memorial bed to honor fallen Code Enforcement officer Rodney Morales and built a vegetable 
demonstration garden. Over the course of 2012 and 2013, the North Loop was revamped with an 
irrigation demonstration addition, four low-water turf demonstrations and multiple new garden beds. 
In between these large-scale projects, numerous smaller beds have been created and renovated, 
including fencing the vegetable garden to make it more prominent and to protect it from hungry 
rabbits.

Much of our investigation into xeric plants and techniques was originally performed at Kuiper. As 
staff spend less time maintaining Kuiper, the Garden is taking on this research role. Staff test plant 
material, biological weed controls, compare mulches, etc. The Garden is very active in the Plant 
Select® program. Through this program, begun in 1997, Colorado State University, Denver Botanic 
Gardens and members of the green industry work cooperatively to promote and trial perennial 
selections that are highhly suited to the high plains and mountains of Colorado. The plants are 
sold with the Plant Select® label in garden centers. Aurora Water hopes to one day receive the 
designation of Plant Select® demonstration garden.

After Kuiper and the Garden were designed and implemented, Aurora Water advocated for xeriscape 
gardens at other city facilities. AWC designed, constructed and maintained xeriscape gardens at 
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The First Twelve Years, cont.
Sand Creek Water Reclamation Facility, Wemlinger Water Purification Facility and Central Facility. 
AWC also continued to maintain Kuiper. By 2011, staff were maintaining a total of 11.9 acres of 
xeric gardens and water-wise grasslands. To focus design and maintenance efforts on the most 
prominent gardens, staff transferred maintenance responsibility of the smaller xeriscape gardens to 
their respective facilities. As of 2012, staff concentrated on only Kuiper and the Garden at the AMC. 

Maintenance of these 10 acres with limited resources has pressed staff to seek out efficient 
horticultural practices. For example, in 2012 staff developed a weed management plan that uses an 
integrated pest management protocol to more effectively treat garden pests. Native grasses have 
been over-seeded with a mix containing crested wheatgrass, a fast-growing and rabbit-resistant turf 
grass. 

Maintenance of the Garden would not be possible without the help of volunteers. Volunteers conduct 
virtually all horticulture activities, e.g. weed control, mulching, planting, watering, pruning and building 
hardscapes. Aurora Water has developed a robust volunteer program, contributing hundreds of hours 
during the gardening season, April through October.

The first twelve years in the Garden have seen several challenges, including: 
• Some plant material that was thought to thrive in our climate has not held up as well in a xeric 

environment (purple robe locust, redtwig dogwood, etc.) and many young trees (crabapples, 
compact Swiss stone pine, etc.) have been damaged by freeze-thaw cycles, herbicides, and 
pests. 

• Rabbit overpopulation has become a major problem. Most newly planted material have wire 
mesh cages around them that remain in place until maturity or beyond, depending on the 
rabbits’ taste for that plant. These cages detract from the visual appeal of the beds. 

• Efficient irrigation has been another challenge. Staff is working with the Parks, Recreation 
and Open Space Department (PROS) to determine a more efficient and optimal protocol to 
effectively irrigate the Garden. 

Finally, the Garden has inspired many residential xeriscapes and given rise to another public 
xeriscape demonstration garden in Aurora. Eagle Bend Metropolitan District #2, located in southern 
Aurora, completed a xeriscape demonstration garden in 2012. For their contribution to the public and 
their large, graceful design, Eagle Bend received the 2013 Aurora Water Excellence in Xeriscape 
Award. AWC supports any xeriscape initiatives and hopes that the Garden continues to extend its 
influence beyond the borders of the AMC.
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Today



Community
The Garden serves and educates the Aurora community in the ways of water-conservative 
landscaping.  It is a permanent community asset with multiple benefits for Aurora and greater metro 
area: resource conservation education, green space that aids physical and mental health, habitat for 
indigenous wildlife, savings from reduced water needs and community engagement activities.

Community members currently engage with the Garden in two main ways. The first is through the 
adult education program. Six of AWC’s ten class are held in the Garden so that participants can 
engage with the plant material and techniques they are learning about. These classes are:

• Xeriscape Basics
• Xeriscape Start to Finish
• Irrigation 101
• Seasonal Garden Maintenance
• Discover Xeric Plants
• Low-Water Trees

AWC also requires community participation in order to keep the Garden functioning as a community 
asset. Aurora Water currently relies upon hundreds of volunteer labor hours to maintain the garden 
and make necessary annual improvements. 
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Main Entrance

The visitor experience at the Garden begins at the main entrance. This large, open and inviting 
entry is southeast of the AMC main entrance and visible from that location. It features an informal 
gathering area with a shade structure and seating. A moderately-sized sign, about 3’ x 4’, welcomes 
visitors and shows a map that marks the locations of original garden beds.
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Materials and Styles

The original design intent for the Garden was a combination of natural, organic forms and neutral 
metal structures, reflected by a collection of natural materials and styles. Stone, metal and man-
made materials in neutral tones create a subdued color pallette. Since the original design, a number 
of uncomplimentary Garden additions (e.g. wooden panels, small-scale walking paths) have resulted 
in a disruption to overall unity.

Custom Bench - Powder Coated 
Ornamental Steel. Color: Tan
Cairns - Stacked River Rocks

Path / Seating - Stone, Wood, River 
Rock
Entry Monument - Native Stone 
with Precast Concrete Cap
Xeriscape Interpretive Signage - 
Plastic with Polycarbonate Panels
City of Aurora Vehicular Entry 
Monument - Precast Concrete
Dry Stacked Retaining Wall - Red 
Sandstone
Cast-in-Place Concrete Retaining 
Wall with Native Buff Stone Veneer
Pedestrian Light Pole - Powder 
Coated Steel. Color: Tan
Concrete Block Retaining Wall. 
Color: Red
Native Flagstone Hardscape. Color: 
Buff
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Existing Operations
Maintenance of the Garden requires vigorous mechanical controls (manual inhibition of plant growth, 
including pulling, digging and smothering) for weeds, pest controls, pruning, mulching and irrigation 
system repairs because of its varied and densely planted landscape.

While Aurora Water Conservation does have an annual budget of $25,000 to cover gardening needs, 
the Garden does not currently have a dedicated staff. One AWC staff member works part-time in the 
garden during the growing season, April through October, and one staff member works as-needed 
on irrigation repairs. While two student interns work primarily in the Garden May through September, 
most maintenance hours are contributed by volunteers. Maintenance and Garden development are 
made possible largely due to this small but dedicated group of staff, interns and, above all, volunteers.

Staff maintain a safe and efficient work ethic and emphasize safety protocols and methods to 
volunteers and interns.

A pest management plan effectively treats many kinds of invasive weeds and overpopulated 
herbivores.
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Pest Management Plan
Aurora Water uses the highly effective Integrated Pest Management (IPM) approach to landscape 
maintenance.  IPM is a more effective maintenance approach because it combines chemical, biological 
and physical tools in a way that maximizes economy and minimizes health and environmental 
damage. 

The Garden IPM Plan outlines procedures to be followed and complies with all chemical and biological 
method policies and regulations as stated by Aurora and the U.S. Department of Agriculture.

Objectives of the IPM:
• Maintenance of an aesthetically pleasing, safe and healthy xeriscape garden landscape.
• Proper protocol for the use of all biological, mechanical and chemical tools to ensure the 

safety of staff, volunteers and visitors.
• Prevention of loss or damage to Aurora property.

Common noxious weeds found in the Garden include Canada thistle, sowthistle, weed grasses, 
spurge, bindweed, prickly lettuce, tumbleweed and puncture vine. A variety of controls are integrated 
to ensure successful management, including chemical, biological, mechanical and competition. Each 
control is scheduled on a weekly and seasonal basis for optimal performance. For full details on 
the IPM schedule, see the Aurora Xeriscape Demonstration Garden Management Plan (December, 
2014).
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Seasonal Maintenance
Basic maintenance tasks vary depending on the time of year. Here are the most common tasks by 
season:

Winter (November through February)
• Prevent ice and snow damage
• Contract with local company for catch-and-release rabbit program
• Add mulch to garden beds

Spring (March through May)
• Cut back ornamental grasses
• Divide ornamental grasses
• Rake and sweep paths
• Plant
• Till in vegetable garden compost
• Cage vulnerable bulbs and plant material
• Add mulch to garden beds 
• Weed
• Apply pre-emergent herbicide
• Apply post-emergent herbicide

Summer (June through September)
• Rake and sweep paths 
• Plant
• Deadhead
• Add mulch to garden beds 
• Weed
• Apply post-emergent herbicide

Fall (October)
• Rake and sweep paths 
• Plant
• Deadhead
• Add mulch to garden beds
• Mulch grasses in compost bin
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The Garden’s Strengths

Location
The highly visible Garden is located on the AMC campus at the intersection of two major, six-lane roads:  
Alameda Parkway and Chambers Road. It is adjacent to city hall, the main library, police headquarters and 
the municipal courthouse, all of which receive heavy foot traffic. 
 
Biodiversity
There are more than 300 hundred species of plants in the Garden, many of which are native to Colorado 
or the Rocky Mountain West. Many native wildlife species find shelter and forage here. For Aurora Water’s 
contribution to maintaining natural habitat for birds and other wildlife, the Garden earned the designation of 
Habitat Hero from the Audobon Rockies in 2013.
 
Topography
Surrounded by gently rolling hills, the Garden’s berms add topographical variation to the campus landscape.
 
Large acreage
With a total of ten acres, the Garden has plenty of room for expansion. Although the future development of the 
AMC campus may shrink the Garden by four acres, the six remaining acres are not fully developed.
 
Efficient irrigation
The irrigation system that waters the entire AMC campus uses reclaimed water, which has already been used 
once domestically and is retreated for use on landscaping, fire suppression, and on limited other uses.
 
Accessibility
The Garden is directly accessed from multiple points on the AMC campus and from entry points on both 
Alameda Parkway and Chambers Road. The Garden is accessed easily although indirectly from the High Line 
Canal Trail, an off-street pedestrian path that connects to a regional trail system.
 
Habitat
The varied plantings, which include many native species, provide habitat and forage for many native wildlife 
species. Monarch butterflies, praying mantis, bullsnakes, prairie dogs, voles, magpies, red tail hawks, coyotes 
and mule deer have all been sighted in the Garden.
 
Organizational collaboration 
Aurora Water Conservation staff work with many other  department staff and collaborate with local organizations, 
such as Plant Select® and the Denver Botanic Gardens.

 

Strengths and Challenges
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Strengths and Challenges
Plant identification
The majority of all plant material in the Garden is marked by durable labels that supply the plant’s common 
name and scientific name.

The Garden’s Challenges

Invasive species
Over time, many noxious and invasive species have infiltrated most areas of the Garden. Staff spend the 
majority of their time combating weeds.

Signage
Signage to thoroughly explain xeriscape techniques and options, as well as plant labels for each species, are 
currently missing from the Garden.

Underutilized space
Currently there is an abundance of native grass meadows as well as incomplete garden beds that could be 
better used as densely planted, educational garden beds.

Limited staff resources
In years past there have been multiple staff and seasonal interns dedicated part-time to maintaining the 
Garden. Currently there is one staff and two interns dedicated part-time to maintenance April-October.

Irrigation monitoring
The Garden’s irrigation system is not controlled by AWC staff, delaying modifications to irrigation controller 
programs. Only the most difficult system repairs are fixed by PROS staff.

Lighting
Ten light poles illuminate less than half of the existing garden pathways, and only in the North Loop and along 
the Bowl. There are no other lighting features in the Garden. 

Storage
There is no tool or vehicle storage in the Garden. The 1000-square-foot storage area for tools and an ATV is  
is located on the first floor of the parking garage, whereas the dedicated Garden Street vehicle is parked in 
AMC’s southwest parking lot. Staff spend time moving in between the Garden, storage area and parking lot to 
transfer tools, vehicles and supplies.

 
Visitor Tracking
There is no device for tracking visitor attendance. Only those visitors who participate in AWC classes held in 
the Garden are recorded. 24



Garden Diagrams: Structures

overall circulation network

The Garden includes a series of walks, 
paths and sidewalks that serve different 
areas. There are various points of entry for 
pedestrians and bicycles and one entry point 
for service vehicles.

Issue: 
• As the AMC campus master plan is realized 

and a north-south roadway is built to extend 
East Alameda Drive, the Garden area will 
be cut in half. 

• Pedestrian traffic is currently high in certain 
areas, while other areas receive little traffic. 

Short-Term Recommendations: 
• Build paths to connect the Garden to new 

development.
• Focus on maintenance of existing trails and 

paths the Garden can be experienced on a 
variety of scales and contexts by a variety 
of visitors. 

• Install signs that highlight the different 
experiences offered.

• Control erosion on existing paths and trails.

Long-Term Recommendations:
• Develop new paths. Since the Garden 

offers a diverse range of visitor experiences, 
facilitate the process of discovery and 
spontaneity whenever possible. 

• Install new plantings with access and 
visitor experience in mind along the less 
formal paths. Create new destinations 
by planting intriguing species that make 
visitors curious.

• Coordinate new paths and plantings with 
the signage program.

1
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primary path secondary path tertiary path

Garden Diagrams: Structures

The Garden’s main circulation loop is comprised of 
gray concrete that varies in width in a meandering, 
organic form. This is the primary pedestrian path 
used by visitors. Vehicles also use these paths to 
access the Garden.

Many of the themed gardens, educational programs 
and gathering spaces are accessed by this path. It 
also acts as a service road for vehicles. This is also 
the only path with light poles for Garden use after 
dark.   

The secondary circulation paths access points 
within the Garden that are off of the primary path. 
These are pedestrian paths made of pavers, 
crushed rock, stone stepper, etc. Some of these 
paths were built by formalizing social paths (paths 
created as a consequence of foot traffic) that had 
been worn through the Garden over time.

The Garden’s tertiary paths are informal trails that 
reach points in the Garden that are not visited 
often. These trails do not necessarily have a formal 
destination, but allow visitors to further explore the 
Garden.

1a 1b 1c
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hardscape

sidewalks sidewalk along Alameda Drive, the AMC’s 
interior road

colored concrete paving with a stamp pattern and stone seating at the 
Garden main entry

sidewalk along Chambers Road

Garden Diagrams: Structures
The Garden’s hardscapes include concrete 
trails and paths; paver pathways, retaining 
walls and patios; and natural rock seating. 
The main entry has enhanced paving 
patterns with designed scoring and coloring 
concrete. Within the Garden’s core there 
are numerous paths of crushed stone, dirt 
and gravel trails that have developed over 
time.  

Issue: 
• Some Garden hardscape paths are 

overgrown with weeds, partially washed 
away or improperly designed and in need 
of repair or replacment.

Short-Term Recommendations:
• Inventory the state of the existing paths.
• Apply additional hardscape materials 

where needed or replace any 
inappropriate materials.

Long-Term Recommendation:
• Follow proper weed management protocol 

on overgrown paths.
On each boundary of the Garden are 
sidewalks that provide a xeriscape 
experience for the passerby while offering 
the option of entering the Garden at various 
points. These sidewalks are maintained by 
the city

Issue:
• In places, views into the main Garden by 

pedestrians and motorists are available 
while in other areas, berms and conifers 
completely block the view.

Long-Term Recommendations:
• To attain a higher profile in the community, 

the Garden must have easy access and 
be conspicuous from the street.

• Maintain visibility of all garden signage.
• Ensure that plantings along the sidewalks 

are colorful, varied and well maintained.

2

3

2

3
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entry points

Garden Diagrams: Structures
The main entrance faces the AMC building’s 
east entry and is accessed off Alameda 
Drive, which bisects the AMC campus. With 
a shade structure, signage and seating, 
this entry serves as a meeting place. 
The signage includes a site map of the 
Garden that shows the points of interest. A 
pedestrian crossing connects this entry with 
adjacent sidewalks and the main entry to 
the AMC. 

There are two secondary points of entry 
on the perimeter along Chambers Road 
and Alameda Parkway for pedestrians. 
These entrances are marked by the entry 
monuments.  

Issue:
• Garden entrances are currently lacking 

in year-round, colorful plantings, which 
makes them drab and uninviting. The 
public is not enticed to enter the Garden.

Short-Term Recommendations:
• Create signage that indicates Garden 

entries.
• Enhancing entrances with year-round 

colorful plantings will create a more 
appealing and enticing entryway. These 
entries will be more obvious and may 
increase visitation. 

• Create plantings that are scaled to the 
target entrances: larger plantings at 
primary entrances and smaller plantings 
at secondary entrances.

This entry connects Alameda Drive, which 
runs through the AMC campus, to Alameda 
Parkway. It is located to the south of the 
main entry. This entry allows quick access 
to the Native Bowl and areas that have a 
lower concentration of activity, traffic and 
plantings.   
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drainage patterns

drainage structures

Garden Diagrams: Structures
The Garden’s drainage pattern sends 
stormwater north through designed 
structures from the higher elevations in the 
southern area of the site. 

Issue:
• In 2013, the stormwater management 

system was tested by a 100-year storm, 
which flooded the North Loop.

Short-Term Recommendation:
• Improve the durability of hardscape and 

path features that receive the brunt of 
stormwater flows in the North Loop.

Long-Term Recommendations:
• Concentrate garden improvements to 

areas that are not in the stormwater’s 
path.

• Choose plants for lower or depressed 
areas that suitable for the changing 
moisture conditions that will occur 
throughout the year. 

Various drainage structures convey 
stormwater into stormwater drains. 
Storwater from typical weather events is 
absobed into porous landscape areas or 
drains and goes into the stormwater system. 
The drainage structures on site include 12-
inch culverts that pass under existing paved 
areas, landscaped swales with cobble as a 
base course and storm drains.

Issue:
• The 2013 flood caused extensive damage 

to garden beds and hardscape features 
when the North Loop drain backed up.

Short-Term Recommendation:
• Rehabilitate the critical drainage area 

around the North Loop drain. Grade or 
otherwise stabilize eroding slopes and 
pathways to lessen the risk of future drain 
issues.       
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planting bed

dryland seed

Garden Diagrams: Planting
Xeric planting beds are distributed 
throughout the garden in a manner that 
concentrates the ornamental planting 
around pedestrian circulation areas and 
areas of high visibility. The design intent 
with regard to the perimeter areas is to use 
native planting to buffer the Garden from 
road traffic and create an inward focus 
toward the center of the Garden and the 
AMC campus. When funding is secured, 
the Bowl will be transformed into a mass 
of large garden beds called the Reflections 
Garden.

Issue:
• Many garden bed spaces are 

underutilized.

Short-Term Recommendations:
• Increase the density and diversity of 

plants in underutilized areas. 
• Add Plant Select® and educationally-

relevant plants, as well as materials that 
may appeal to Aurora citizens. These 
additions will have the added benefit of 
creating more wildife habitat and continue 
our mission as a Habitat Hero garden.

The predominant groundcover in the Garden 
is native dryland seed. This vegetation  
combined with a grading strategy that uses 
berms and swales, creates a native high 
plains landscape, which is extremely rare in 
Aurora. The current AMC master plan calls 
for development on the western half of the 
Garden,  which is 100 percent grasses.

Issue
• When the formal garden beds are added 

to the Bowl, grasses will make up only 
about 25 percent of the total Garden area, 
less than half of its current area.

Long-Term Recommendation:
• Retain dryland grass areas in remaining 

locations after the Memorial garden and 
the road continuation are developed.

7
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turf

trees

Turf is used carefully and selectively in the 
Garden. Currently there are three native turf 
beds that with blue grama, and buffalograss, 
as well as a Turfgrass Demonstration Area 
that highlights the different low-water and 
drought-tolerant turf alternatives.   

Issue:
• At most turf plots, there is no way for 

visitors to know which grass species is 
demonstrated.

• New turf plots are difficult to establish 
due to diminished control over irrigation 
schedules.

• Weeds infest most turf plots.

Short-Term Recommendations:
• Clearly delineate and add interpretive 

signage to turf plots.
• Encourage stricter management of new 

turf areas for successful establishment.

Trees are an important element in the 
Garden. Many different species are 
represented in patterns that range from 
very ordered deciduous street trees to 
an organic distribution of deciduous and 
coniferous trees. Ornamental and shade 
trees populate areas with pedestrian 
activity to provide shade.
 
Issue:
• Only 17 out of dozens of drought-tolerant 

tree varietals currently exist in the 
Garden.

Long-Term Recommendation:
• Identify drought-tolerant trees that are 

not currently in the Garden and include 
them when designing new garden beds.

Garden Diagrams: Planting
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ornamental grasses

shrubs & perennials
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The Garden has more than two dozen 
varieties of ornamental grasses that are 
used in a variety of ways. Currently, they 
are used in mass drifts, as borders between 
garden beds and in enclosed areas to give a 
feeling of lightness, texture and movement. 

Issue:
• New garden beds have not taken 

advantage of a wide diversity of available 
grasses.  

Long-Term Recommendation:
• Continue to demonstrate the utility of 

ornamental grasses in various garden 
contexts and experiment with different 
varieties and compositions.

The Garden displays about three hundred 
varieties of perennials and shrubs. The 
plant list available at aurorawater.org 
includes more than 500 varieties.

Issue: 
• The Garden does not showcase all of the 

plants on the public plant list and many 
of the formal garden beds are planted 
sparsely. 

Short-Term Recommendations:
• Increase plant material diversity and 

density by planting previously unused 
varieties in bare spaces.

• Trial all of the non-invasive Plant Select® 
varieties. 

• Replace sick or dead plants promptly.

Garden Diagrams: Planting
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irrigation locations
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lighting
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Garden Diagrams: Utilities
About 95 percent of the Garden is irrigated 
with pop-up, drip and rotor systems. These 
systems all use reclaimed water that has 
been used once domestically and treated 
for reuse.

Issue:
• The irrigation system’s master controller 

is programmed by PROS staff. Although 
temporary changes to the program 
can be made by AWC staff, permanent 
changes cannot be completed as easily.

Short-Term Recommendation:
• Set an annual meeting between AWC and 

PROS staff to review irrigation schedules 
and make any necessary changes.

Long-Term Recommendation:
• Transition control of the irrigation system 

to AWC staff.

The lighting system consists of 14 light 
poles placed in the interior of the Garden, 
mostly along the South Loop and the Bowl. 
The periphery is partially lit by poles that 
face the street, not the sidewalk.

Issue:
• Only the interior primary paths are lit by 

pedestrian-scale poles and more than 
half of these are broken.

• Visitor safety is compromised in dark 
areas of the Garden.

Short-Term Recommendation:         
• Fix all broken light poles.

Long-Term Recommendations:
• Analyze current lighting system and add 

lights in dark areas.
• Add new and interesting light features in 

new garden beds.
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vegetable garden bed
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Garden Diagrams: Utilities
Throughout the Garden’s primary loops are 
several rest places with custom-designed 
benches. 

Issue:
• Seating is not placed uniformly through 

the Garden. Visitors with disabilities and 
the elderly require more regularly placed 
resting structures.

Short-Term Recommendation:
• Include a variety of benches, boulders 

and picnic tables throughout the garden 
consistent with the current structures.

Miscellaneous Recommendations

Storage
On-site storage would save staff and volunteer time, as well as protect tools from the elements. Build a storage shed 
large enough to house all existing tools and the all-terrain vehicle in an underused area of the Garden. 

Commitment to Xeriscape
Maintain only xeric plants and techniques in the Garden. Adjust the irrigation schedule seasonally and according to 
appropriate watering levels for each garden bed.

Native Plants
Develop a garden bed exclusively with native plants. This type of bed creates habitat for native species and continues 
our Habitat Hero mission of providing an Aurora wildscape.

Vegetable Garden
The 1,000 square foot demonstration vegetable garden serves as an important educational tool. It demonstrates the 
methods, processes and benefits of growing produce instead of Kentucky bluegrass. This garden bed currently grows 
about 100 pounds of vegetables and fruits annually, but has the potential to expand. None of this produce is edible 
because the reclaimed water used to water the garden is not approved for agricultural use. It would be a greater 
service to the community to expand this bed as a community garden if the irrigation can be switched to potable water.

seating
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Operations
AWC staff will continue to focus on maintaining the safety and functionality of the Garden for visitors 
and staff. Primary operations objectives will focus on maintaining current garden beds. Volunteers 
and staff will perform regular activities to remove weeds, clear pathways and to keep beds and 
compost bins tidy. Staff will practice efficient and effective horticulture in the Garden that maintain 
low operations costs and effectively treat pests. These activities will be scheduled using a Garden 
Maintenance Plan, a seasonal guidance document for AWC staff. Examples of primary seasonal 
maintenance objectives are on the following page.

Secondary operations objectives will focus on redesigning unused or underused garden beds and 
other areas. Projects will be prioritized and scheduled based on multiple factors, including visibility of 
the area, scale of the design, cost of the project and availability of staff and volunteers.

Recommendations

Maintain a robust staffing and volunteer program. 
Garden staff must consist of a dedicated team of regular staff and seasonal interns. Dedicate the 
following staff to perform garden maintenance operations:

• One staff, committing regular but part-time hours April through October (about 250 hours)
• One staff, committing regular but part-time hours April through October (about 100 hours)
• Two interns, committing regular hours May through September (about 800 hours)

Meet a minimum number of 800 volunteer labor hours each year to ensure tasks are completed.
The volunteer coordinator must incorporate appreciation and learning activities into the program and 
maintain year-round contact to increase volunteer retention. Volunteer recruitment efforts should 
be focused on community organizations and schools that may require volunteer hours. Volunteer 
program information should be given annually to the following institutions:

• Aurora Public School District and Cherry Creek School District
• Local institutions of higher education, e.g. Community College of Aurora and Pickens 

Technical College
• Retirement and senior living communities and centers, e.g. Aurora Center for Active Adults
• Local gardening clubs
• Local religious organizations

Create a design review process for new projects to reestablish a sense of unity. 
Improve the current collection of materials and styles to create an intentional and integrated design 
aesthetic with which visitors can connect.
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Community

37

Aurora’s community is a large and diverse one: young and old, multi-ethnic and multi-national, 
English-speaking and non-English-speaking. Aurora Water can galvanize this diverse community 
in support of its educational goal by expanding its outreach efforts, building a volunteer base and 
developing stronger partnerships both inside Aurora and with outside educational organizations. 
These new partnerships will propose new resources, spark bright new ideas and potentially provide 
more volunteer power to enhance the Garden and AWC educational programming, as well as raise 
awareness of the Garden and all it has to offer. 

Strengthening community support for the Garden will ensure the sustainability of the volunteer 
program and therefore the sustainability of the Garden itself. An increased interest in xeriscape 
principles and Garden programs will improve the vibrancy and efficacy of the Garden. 

Recommendations

Position the Garden as a valued asset with city officials. Internally promote awareness of its features 
and programs.
Promote the Garden as a civic and community asset: a place of learning, of beauty and an urban 
place of solace for all members of the community. Hold a city-wide volunteer event and ensure 
the event is promoted to all departments. Engage council members where appropriate. Include 
information about the Garden in the employee newsletters, City Scene and Pipeline. 

Nurture existing media resources and seek new partnerships.
Create new content and connect with relevant organizations or agencies on existing social media 
outlets: (i.e. Facebook, H2O Tracker) and publish content during the gardening season, April-October, 
in “News Aurora,” the water bill newsletter. Partner with and develop content for relevant newsletters, 
magazines and newspapers (e.g. HOAs, gardening clubs, Aurora Sentinel).
 
Improve quantity and quality of interpretive signage.
Install signage throughout the Garden to communicate AWC programs and resources, wildlife 
diversity, and other important attributes. Update existing signage on the seven principles of xeriscape.

Establish a Garden Implementation Advisory Board.
An advisory board should contain at least 10 members from various arenas: city of Aurora 
departments, the xeriscape volunteer group and outside educational organizations. Appropriate staff 
from AWC should participate as board members and administrators.

Enlist the Aurora community in important decision-making.
Post this master plan on the Aurora Water website for public comment. Carefully record all opinions 
and include new information as edits to this master plan document.



Education
Garden visitors are educated on water conservation in two main ways: directly through events (e.g. 
a class, tour or other event) and indirectly by signage. Every year, AWC hosts educational programs 
for both adults and youth in the Garden, including classes, tours and volunteering. Adult programs 
are available to anyone, not just Aurora Water customers. Youth programs, while available to all, 
are mostly attended by Aurora schoolchildren. There are multiple ways to improve this existing 
programming. AWC hopes to reach not only the visitor that purposefully enters the Garden to learn 
about xeriscape, but also commuters and recreationists. The interpretive system should be engaging 
to all of these users and expanded to cover more topics and come in a variety of formats, the range 
of class topics should be expanded to reach all interests and a self-guided tour should be provided 
to visitors who cannot attend live tours.  

Located throughout the garden will be distinct, educational thematic areas. The following sections 
will describe the main educational themes and give recommendations and examples of their 
corresponding interpretive systems.

The Climate of the Front Range
Aurora is located along Colorado’s Front Range, the populous geographical area that runs alongside 
the eastern foothills of the Rocky Mountains, stretching from Colorado Springs in the south to Fort 
Collins in the north. One of the drawbacks of relying on snowmelt is that precipitation levels vary 
greatly year to year, making the majority of the state’s water supply relatively unpredictable and 
highly prone to drought. One theme sign for this topic exists, but another that mentions future realities 
that impact drinking water would be beneficial.

SIGNAGE CONCEPT: Our Semi-Arid Climate
Aurora is located on the semi-arid Front Range and Eastern Plains of Colorado. The 
average U.S. rate of precipitation is 30” every year; the average annual rate for Aurora is 
only 15”. Compare this to the desert, which receives 10” or less annually; we’re not too far 
off. A growing population and precipitation levels that vary year to year make the majority of 
the state’s water supply difficult to predict and prone to drought. With scientists expecting 
significant climate change over the next several decades, our region may become even 
more vulnerable to drought.

Aurora’s Water System
The profound importance of water conservation is obvious when the scope of Aurora’s water system 
is understood. Colorado is a headwaters state, with the majority of the state’s rivers originating 
high in the Rocky Mountains as snowmelt. Replenished each year by snowmelt, Aurora’s water is 
transported from as far as 180 miles away through a complex and extensive system of reservoirs, 
pipelines and treatment facilities. The one existing sign for this topic does not adequately cover the 
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Education
topic. It is recommended that multiple theme signs be developed along with signage that describes 
what reclaimed water is and marks its use in multiple places throughout the Garden.

SIGNAGE CONCEPT: Storing Our Water
Once snowmelt runoff begins in early May, water is captured and stored in 12 reservoirs 
and lakes. Reservoir storage levels decline throughout the rest of the year as the city uses 
the water at a rate greater than the reservoirs can recharge with new snowmelt. Aurora has 
more than 156,000 acre feet of water storage, which, when filled to capacity is enough to 
supply the city with water for up to three years.

Water Conservation Programs
Aurora Water actively encourages the efficient use of water through it’s programs such as rebates, 
free classes and free indoor and outdoor water audits. As a result of these and other water 
conservation efforts – and Aurora residents’ commitment to save water whenever they can – per-
capita water usage has declined 20 percent since 2002. While significant water savings have been 
made, Aurora Water will continue to promote the efficient use of its water resources and to achieve 
savings whenever possible. 

SIGNAGE CONCEPT: Programs that Promote Water Conservation
For decades, Aurora Water has actively encouraged the efficient use of water. Established 
in 1980, our Water Conservation Division has a host of programs and financial incentives 
designed to help residents conserve water. We offer rebates, youth programs, free water-
wise classes and free indoor/outdoor water audits. Staff also work with car washes, hotels, 
homeowners associations, schools and other businesses to help them find ways to save 
water.

Defining Xeriscape
The seven principles of xeriscape are key to understanding and designing a successful xeriscape. 
The majority of the existing signage in the garden explain these seven xeriscaping fundamentals. 
Signage in the Garden should also include explanations about the existing mulch demonstration, turf 
plots, irrigation demonstration, turf alternatives and seasonal bloom garden bed. 

Xeriscape for All Conditions
Xeriscape works in many different kinds of landscaping conditions. A wide variety of xeric plants 
thrive anywhere from a hot and sunny south-facing area to a cool, deep-shade area. The garden 
beds have plants that thrive in these different conditions, and most include large boulders engraved 
with the garden bed’s name and the landscaping conditions of the garden. For example, “Country 
Hillside Garden: Plan for Slope.” Additional signage could include a theme sign and smaller signage 
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to describe each of the conditions and how they’ve been addressed, i.e. dry shade, full sun, slope, 
sandy soil, clay soil.

SIGNAGE CONCEPT: Options for Dry Shade
There are plenty of xeric plant material options for a shady landscape. If you have lots of tall 
trees and large shrubs that create partial or full shade in your yard, find some ideas here in 
our “Dry Shade” garden bed. Many of these plants thrive in a full, deep shade but some are 
more versatile and will thrive in many spots in your garden.

Aurora Ecosystems
Aurora has the third highest population in the state and covers more than 154 miles. While most think 
of Aurora as an urban area, there are two ecosystems. Besides the familiar short-grass High Plains, 
a small part of Aurora dips into the Black Forest. Also known as the Palmer Divide, this ecosystem 
is an elevated peninsula that divides the South Platte and Arkansas river basins. The Black Forest 
is characterized by conifer trees and slightly wetter conditions than the surrounding plains. It is 
recommended that a theme sign be created along with two smaller signs, one for each of these two 
ecosystems.

Xeriscape for Everyone
The Garden can be enjoyed by a people of all ages and physical abilities. With wide, smooth paths 
that are ADA accessible, there are also frequent resting spots that make it easier for the elderly 
and those with limited mobility to enjoy it. Individuals with limited vision can enjoy the xeric sensory 
garden, which includes plants with varied tactile properties, or the xeric fragrance garden, which 
includes aromatic plants. It is recommended that a theme sign be created on this concept and 
smaller signs be created to explain the existing sensory garden beds.

SIGNAGE CONCEPT: Fragrance Garden
One particularly enjoyable aspect of a garden is the wonderful aromas we are able to 
discover. Plants produce smells for two main reasons, one to attract pollinators to assist 
in reproduction and the other to deter animals that could damage the plant. People usually 
prefer the sweet smells of pollinator-attracting flowers, but surprisingly some deterrents can 
smell nice too. These smells come from various parts of a plant: pollen, nectar and leaves. 
As you explore this fragrance garden, which smell is your favorite? Which part of the plant 
emits this smell?

Wildlife Habitat
Wildscapes are landscapes that create healthy habitats that provide food, water and shelter for 
native wildlife. A wildscape can be as simple and small as a few potted plants on a balcony or as 
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complex and large as a xeriscape demonstration garden. The Garden was awarded with a Habitat 
Hero designation for its wildscaping in 2013 by Audobon Rockies. It is recommended that a theme 
sign be created for this concept, along with signs that describes the existing butterfly garden and 
nesting boxes. A new Habitat Hero garden bed and raptor perches, together with new signage, would 
be beneficial additions to the Garden.

SIGNAGE CONCEPT: Wildscaping
A “wildscape” is a landscape that provides habitat for native wildlife, large and small. Whether 
the landscape you tend is a home yard, a few pots on a balcony, a schoolyard garden or a 
farm, you can be a “habitat hero” and support a healthy community. The wildscaping basics 
are: 1. Plant bird and butterfly friendly species for year-round food, cover and shelter, 2. 
Use less water by planting natives and regionally adapted plants, 3. Reduce lawn areas 
and grow edibles, perennials, shrubs and trees where appropriate, 4. Reduce or eliminate 
chemical use to make a more sustainable and healthier world for all and 5. Control invasive 
plants that degrade habitat in and beyond our yards.

Water-Wise Vegetable Gardening
Many people are surprised to learn that vegetable gardens need less water than Kentucky bluegrass 
lawns. AWC teaches beginner vegetable garden classes annually about the many benefits of growing 
vegetables. It is recommended that a theme sign by created for this concept to be placed adjacent to 
the existing fenced vegetable garden bed. Include a sign that indicates that reclaimed water is used 
on the vegetable garden.

SIGNAGE CONCEPT: Grow Food, Save Water
By reducing turf area and adding vegetable plants, you’re providing wildlife habitat, producing 
healthy food for your family and saving water. Using proper techniques like efficient irrigation 
and mulches, vegetable gardens need about 40 percent less water than the typical Kentucky 
bluegrass lawn.
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Current class offerings include two classes on efficient irrigation methods, classes on xeriscape, 
vegetable gardening and landscape design. There is also one class, Preparing for Your Design 
Consultation, that is required for customers participating in the AWC free design program. The 
current class schedule includes:

• Xeriscape Basics
• Xeriscape Start to Finish
• Irrigation 101
• Build Your Own Drip System
• DIY Xeriscape Design
• Preparing for Your Design Consultation
• Seasonal Garden Maintenance
• Discover Xeric Plants
• Know Your Water Budget
• Low-Water Trees

Each class is taught at least once over the course of the year. Classes are offered on weekday 
evenings and Sturday mornings. Most of the xeriscape and irrigation classes are taught in the 
Garden so that participants can see, touch and smell the plants that are being described and view 
som eof the xeriscape pricnciples in action. It is unclear whether these classes meet all of the needs 
and interests of Aurora Water customers. 
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Short-Term Recommendations
• Conduct a survey to determine whether customers’ needs are being fully met by the 

offered class topics and by the location, timing and frequency of classes.
• Each variety of plant on display in the garden should have a plant label. Additionally, 

the Plant Select® program, which is an important element of the Garden, should 
be explained and each of these designated plants should include the Plant Select® 
labels. 

Long-Term Recommendations
• Create a self-guided for visitors. Create and make tour brochures available to visitors 

at the garden entrance. This tour could rely heavily on the signage but each topic 
can be expanded upon in the provided literature. The number of brochures removed 
from the garden can be used as a general visitor tracking mechanism.

• Finalize sign text and design with assistance from the Advisory Board. Install signs 
as funds become available.

grow food, save water class 2014
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Advisory Board
The purpose of an implementation advisory board would be to inform the continued development 
of the Garden. Topics of discussion will include signage content and style, hardscape style and 
location, public art locations and styles, and educational programming. The board will contain at least 
ten members, including city of Aurora staff, participants in the xeriscape volunteer program, and staff 
from local organizations. The board will be coordinated by AWC’s Garden program manager.

Invitations will be made to the following groups:

City of Aurora staff: Aurora Water, Lyle Whitney
   Neighborhood Services, Aaron Gagne
   Planning & Development Services, Libby Tart
   Parks, Recreation & Open Space, Trent Wooley and Joy Thompson
   Art in Public Places, Mary Allman-Koenig

Aurora citizens:  Xeriscape volunteers
   Citizens Water Advisory Committee

Local organizations: Plains Conservation Center
   Colorado WaterWise
   Denver Botanic Gardens
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Advisory Board
The invitation list was created to address the need to have various areas of expertise at the planning 
table. These areas are community outreach, maintenance, design, education and interpretation. 
Each invitee represents a different area and will strengthen the decision-making process. 

AWC

COMMUNITY DEV.

PLANNING

PARKS

PARKS
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Next Steps



The public comment period, approval of the mission and core values, and enlistment of an Advisory 
Board should be completed in 2015. Upcoming garden projects will be prioritized and guided by 
the Advisory Board, especially the content and design of new garden signage. Top recommended 
priorities in the Garden are renovation projects that transform underutilized space into valuable 
educational garden beds and signing educationally valuable spaces that currently lack signs. The 
following projects will be made top priorities in the Garden.

Reflections Garden
This project is being driven by the 7/20 Memorial Foundation, who wish to erect a memorial for 
Aurora’s July 20, 2012 tragedy. The area that is currently the Bowl, a native meadow, will be 
transformed into several interlocking garden beds that showcase native plants, flowering ornamental 
trees, and several private seating areas. Some meadow will be retained, and new pine trees will 
more integrate this new garden with the surrounding Black Forest Berm. One of the garden beds will 
be a space dedicated to the memory of those affected by the July 20th tragedy.

Z Garden
This project is driven by the need to showcase the many varieties of no-water xeric plant material. 
The existing meadow garden in the South Loop will be replaced with a densely-planted, three-bed 
garden. The three themes are “montaine,” “high desert,” and “urban formal.”

Contemplative Garden
This re-work of the existing Contemplative Garden will stabilize a steep slope that regularly erodes 
and prevent back-up of the North Loop’s primary stormwater drain. A wider pathway and steps will 
be added. New plant material will make a denser, more colorful display. 

Groundcover Bed
Where there is currently no plant material in this area of the North Loop. The existing bed will be 
transformed into a groundcover demonstration. Significant grading and the addition of a retaining 
wall, along with new plant material, will be the final addition to the North Loop.

Signage
Many of the beds and features in the garden that could be useful educational tools lack signage. 
Signs should be created for the following features: turf plot demonstrations, vegetable garden, 
irrigation demonstration, reclaimed water irrigation system. These are just first priorities; other areas 
should be signed over time.

Next Steps
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Closing
With this plan, Aurora Water and the city of Aurora can more easily steer toward fulfilling the mission 
and vision of the Aurora Xeriscape Demonstration Garden. Staff and advisors will direct decisions 
using the core values set forth in this document and check progress against the four goals: 

1. Provide Water Conservation and Efficiency Education
2. Create a Welcoming Space for Public Enjoyment
3. Encourage Biodiversity
4. Test Performance of Xeriscape Plants and Techniques

On this basis, the promise of becoming the preeminent educational resource on xeriscape in Colorado 
becomes more tangible. The Garden will grow, will provide a place of enjoyment and refuge, will 
continue to educate Coloradans for generations to come, and will, in sum, conserve Aurora’s very 
precious water resources.
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